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Manual instant pot duo

Home » Instant Pot » Instant Pot Guide: A Beginner's Guide to Using a Pressure Cooker Wondering How to Use the New Instant Pot? In this Instant Pot Guide I will guide you through what you need to know to start cooking with Instant Pot today. Safety functions, how to perform instant pot water test,
what is the difference between natural pressure release and rapid release, and what will happen step by step through the cooking process. I'll be honest - the first time I used instant sweat, I was overwhelmed and a bit scared. Instant pot can be intimidating for a new user. There are so many buttons and
safety warnings. I guarantee, however, that when you start, you'll wonder what you've ever done without Instant Pot. I love mine so much that I now own two Instant Pots! I'll help you get started with all the tips and tricks I've learned through trial, error, and research. This Instant Pot manual will tell you
everything you need to know to use Instant Pot for the first time. It is a multifunctional device that can quickly cook food under high pressure. Steam pressure accumulates inside the pot, creating a higher temperature environment that cooks food faster. Unlike old-fashioned power-goods, Instant Pot has
many safety features that make it safe and easy to use. Instant Pot is a pressure cooker, sauté pot, slow cooker, steamer, rice cooker, yogurt maker and warmer in one. I was amazed at the versatility of my Instant Pot and the taste and texture of the food that I was able to cook in it. The high pressure
inside Instant Pot can sooth even hard pieces of meat. It creates rich, complex flavors – seriously, I've never had a better chili than Instant Chili Pot! If you're not sure which Instant Pot to buy, check out my guide to Best Instant Pots. I've also tested a lot of Instant Pot accessories so I can share my
favorites with you. Unpacking the Instant Pot Box If you haven't taken instant pot out of the box, now will be a good time to do so. To open the instant sweat, turn the cover to the left and lift it. To close the right turn. Remove the plastic film from the inner pot and accessories. Instant Pot Parts and
Accessories Base Unit - includes a heating element. Internal stainless steel pot – fits into the base unit. Cover – the appearance of the cover varies depending on the Instant Pot. Steam Release Valve (also called Steam Release Handle) – fits at the top of the cover and can already be included.
Condensing collector – attach it to the back of the instant pot. (LUX models do not have a condensing manifold). Trivet - be sure to keep it as you will use it often. Power cord – on some Instant Pot. Measure Cup &amp; Utensils – they are equipped with Instant Pot. my own measuring cups and dishes



instead of these. The first thing you'll want to do is wash the Instant Pot parts. Instant Pot cover, steam release valve and internal stainless steel pot are washed in the dishwasher; but I wash my hand. The base unit cannot be washed in the dishwasher – never immerse the base unit in water. The two
most important safety instructions for your Instant Pot Instant Pot Manual are filled with safety instructions, but these two are critical to remember: First, never put your face near the steam release valve or float valve when Instant Pot is on. When I switch the steam release valve, I use a long wooden
spoon, so my hand and arm are not near the valve hole. Any kitchen utensils with a long handle will do. Alternatively, you can use the oven glove to carefully turn the steam release valve into the venting position when you are ready to release pressure in Instant Pot. Second, never open the Instant Pot lid
until the pressure is released by the steam release valve. You will know that all the pressure has been released when the float valve (pin) drops. Depending on which Instant Pot model you have, the float valve may be red or silver. It may appear above the cover level when the pot is under pressure, or it
may appear to be flush with the lid level. In my 6 quart LUX, the silver float valve is below the cover level normally and pops up to equal to the lid level when under pressure. You will learn how your Instant Pot model works. If the recipe requires natural release, wait for the natural release time specified in
the recipe, then move the steam release valve to the venting position to make sure all steam and pressure have been released. Make sure the float valve has dropped and then you can safely open the Instant Pot cover. Never try to open the instant sweat cover when it is under pressure. Check instant pot
before each use 1. Remove the inner stainless steel pot and look inside the immediate base of the pot. You will see the heating element. Before using instant pot, the heating element should always be free of dirt and dry. After washing, I always thoroughly dry the inner stainless steel pot before returning it
to the base unit. 2. Check that the silicone sealing ring is properly mounted on the lid and is clean and tear-free. 3. Remove the steam release valve from the Instant Pot cover by gently pulling it straight into the Make sure it is clean and free of dirt. Some foods such as apple, pasta and oatmeal can foam
and foam while cooking them and can clogg the steam release valve. Check Check Steam release valve every time you use Instant Pot. If it's dirty, clean it under running water and then put it back on the Lid Instant Pot. 4. Check the float valve to make sure it is clean and free of dirt. If necessary, clean
with warm water. If necessary, you can place the cover under running water. Making sure all instant pot parts are clean and in good working condition can help you have the best success with pressure cooking. My post about Instant Pot burn messages tells you both how to prevent receiving this warning
and what to do if you receive a burn message. Instant sweat water test Before using Instant Pot for the first time, you should perform a water test. Instant Pot water test is like a preliminary test for your Instant Pot. Water test will ensure both that Instant Pot works properly and will familiarize you with the
use of Instant Pot. One of the instant pots that I bought was faulty. The water test helped me determine that Instant Pot is not working properly. I was able to contact Instant Pot support and get a replacement. Note: If you have Instant Pot Ultra, you will use the knob to select cooking programs and change
the cooking time, then press start. Instead of the steam release valve you turn on, Instant Pot Ultra has a steam release button that you press if you want to release the pressure manually. The steam release valve will automatically seal ultra, while in other models you rotate the valve between venting and
sealing position. How to perform an instant Pot water test Make sure the power cord is firmly connected to instant pot. Place the inner stainless steel pot in the base unit. Add 3 cups of cold water to the inner pot. Check that the silicone sealing ring is properly mounted in the Instant Pot lid. Your Instant Pot
will gong every time you close and open the lid (if Instant Pot is connected). Turn the steam release valve in the seal position. (If you have Instant Pot Ultra, it will automatically set the steam release to seal. Press the Manual or Pressure Cook button. (Some Instant Pot models have a button that says
Manual, while others have a Pressure Cook button. They do exactly the same thing.) Use the +/- buttons to set the time to 5 minutes. Wait 10 seconds and the Instant Pot display will tell you on and the cycle will start. The instant pot will take 5 to 15 minutes to reach the pressure. When it reaches the
pressure the float valve will appear, Instant Pot will be a beep once, and the cooking time will start to count down from 5 minutes. You will notice hissing sounds and some steam escaping from the pair valve or float valve opening while the pressure builds – this is normal. You may also notice the smell of
plastic when you first use Instant Pot. This is also normal and should not be repeated. When the 5-minute cooking is complete, Instant Pot will be beep several times. It will switch to kept warm mode and the display will start counting minutes instead of down. During this time, you will know that the cooking
cycle is over and the numbers are now counted, because before the numbers will appear L. Counter counter is useful if you want to perform a certain number of minutes of natural release. In the case of a water test, you will perform a quick release (QR) to release the pressure in instant sweat. I'll tell you
more about fast release vs natural pressure release (NPR) below. To perform a quick release, carefully turn the steam release valve in the venting position. Use the long bucket handle to switch the valve to keep your hand safe from hot steam that escapes from the valve. When the float valve drops,
remove the Instant Pot cover. Also check that the sealing ring is properly mounted on the cover. If none of these issues were a problem, you can contact Instant Pot customer support for further assistance. Now that you've finished your water test, you're ready to cook in Instant Pot! How to use Instant
Pot: What you need to know to start cooking Instant Pot There are some basic things you need to know when using an Instant Pot pressure cooker. Depending on which Instant Pot model you have, the buttons may be marked slightly differently. Check out the instructions that has come to your Instant
Pot. Minimum liquid required: As a rule, you want to use at least 1 cup of liquid in Instant Pot every time you cook with it. Instant Pot uses steam and pressure to cook food, and liquid is needed to create steam and pressure. Some regulations may require more or less liquid. I recommend the following
recipes from a trusted source while you are learning to use Instant Pot. Fill level: Inside the internal Instant Pot you will see a marked line of 1/2 and 2/3. Never fill Instant Pot higher than 2/3 line with food or liquid (before cooking). If you're cooking food that expands during cooking, such as rice, quinoa or
beans, don't fill instant pot higher than 1/2 line. Pressure Cook or Manual button: Depending on which Instant Pot model you have, the Pressure Cook button is sometimes marked as Manual and Pressure Cook. This is the button that will be pressed to start cooking cycle. This is your primary pressure
cooking button. +/- Buttons: Use these buttons to adjust the cooking time. Keep Warm/Cancel button: Use this button to exit the cooking program or turn keep warm on/off. (At the end of the cooking cycle, Instant Pot automatically switches to keep warm.) Sauté button: Pressing this button allows you to
fry dishes in instant pot. This is convenient because you do not need to use another pot on the stove. You can fry and brown food directly in Instant Pot. (Never place the Instant Pot base unit or the inner pot on the hob). You can also use sauté mode to thicken sauces after pressure cooking. Never fry
with the lid turned on. When you press the sauté button, the time will be 30 minutes by default, but you can turn it off at any time by pressing the cancel button. Customize button: The Adjust key switches between Less, Normal, and More cooking modes. They are useful if you use sauté mode because
they control the amount of heat. Pressure button: The pressure button (sometimes labeled pressure level) switches between high and low pressure settings. Almost every Instant Pot recipe you find will guide you to cook under high pressure. If you have a LUX series, you won't have this button because
Instant Pot LUX only has a high pressure setting. Program Buttons: Depending on the Instant Pot model, program options may include Soup/Broth, Beans/Chili, Meat/Stew, Cake, Egg, Rice, Multigrain, Porridge, Yogurt, Steam and Slow Cook. These programs have a preset cooking time. Honestly, I
never use these buttons because I prefer to control cooking times myself. Using Trivet: Use the metal trivet that came with Instant Pot when you want to pick up food so it doesn't come into contact with the bottom of the pot. You can use trivet if you want to keep some foods out of liquid in the pot base, or
away from direct heat at the bottom of the pot. For example, if you cook hard-boiled eggs or baked potatoes, you will set them on a trill. Lid Closure: You'll see a path on the back top edge of the Instant Pot base. Hold the cover holder and adjust the cover to the path as a guide by rotating the cover
clockwise to close it. The arrow on the front of the Instant Pot cover should align with the arrow next to the locked symbol on the base unit. If your Instant Pot is connected, you'll hear the gong when you close the lid. Instant pot seal: Turn the steam release valve in the sealing position to seal the instant
pot. The steam release valve is supposed to be slightly shaky and will fit loosely. You will have to rotate the valve to the seal position every time the pressure boil in Instant Pot. Cooking and Total Time: The cooking cycle will take longer than the actual cooking time of the recipe. Before cooking time
Instant Pot will take some time to reach the cooking pressure. This usually takes about 10 minutes and varies depending on the size of the Instant Pot, the type and amount of food and the temperature of the food and liquid in the pot. The time needed to release pressure after the cooking cycle must also
be taken into account. Natural Pressure Release (NPR): The natural release of pressure is when you allow the pressure to be released natural, allowing Instant Pot to sit at the end of the cooking cycle. This usually takes 10 to 20 minutes. Use natural release for foamed foods or when Instant Pot is full to
avoid hot foam coming out of the steam release valve or float valve. Quick Release (QR): Quick release is when you manually force pressure to start releasing from Instant Pot by turning the steam release valve into a venting position. You need to be careful when you turn the valve, because the hot
steam will immediately begin to run away. I use the long bucket holder to slowly move the steam release valve so that my hand is not near the valve. You also want to keep your face away from the valve. Use a quick release when you want to quickly stop the cooking process to avoid boiled food and
delicate pieces of meat. Safe removal of the lid: Never try to remove the Instant Pot cover while the pot is under pressure. Wait for the float valve (the salt) on the lid to fall off to let you know that all the pressure has been released. Then hold the cover holder, turn the cover counterclockwise and lift
carefully. Do you need to double the cooking time for a double recipe? If you want to double your Instant Pot recipe, you can double the ingredients (as long as you don't exceed the maximum fill line). You don't have to double your cooking time. However, you may need to adjust the cooking time
depending on the size/width of the meat and vegetables. For example, a small 8 oz chicken breast will cook faster than a large 12 oz chicken breast and a small sweet potato will cook faster than a large sweet potato. Read carefully all recipes and tips to determine how long to cook food. Instant Pot
Recipes for Beginners If you have questions about using Instant Pot that have not been answered in this Instant Pot guide, please leave them in the comments below. This page contains affiliate links. If you make a purchase through these links, I can receive a small commission, at no additional cost to
you. Thank you for supporting Kristine's Kitchen! Kitchen!
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